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Welcome!
Cauzality is an online knowledge mapping tool for teams. Guided by an engaging mapping
process and unique scoring method, people collaborate to explore a topic of interest or
address a challenge they face.
Our process moves teams, in stages, beyond linear thinking to a systemic understanding of
the causes of problems and the most eﬀective ways to improve results. The product of this
work is an organized, visual map that documents the team’s shared knowledge.
Grounded in disciplines of systems thinking, cognitive science and organization development,
Cauzality is used to energize team learning, to build consensus, to facilitate planning and to
improve decision making.
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Orientation
Why do we need to understand causal relationships?
We live and work within webs of interdependencies in which actions and events have ripple
eﬀects. If we are not thoughtful about causal connections that exist between interrelated
parts of our organizations or our world, we may take actions to solve a local or immediate
problem and unintentionally produce new problems elsewhere or longer-term.
Understanding causal relationships, that is, how elements of a system are interrelated, is
essential to improving decision making. It’s the essence of critical thinking and systems
thinking. This is a top competency needed by teams and leaders at all levels in organizations,
by policy makers and politicians, by scientists, planners, educators and learners.
Cauzality helps us to be wiser! The tool guides us to understand the causal relationships within
our areas of interest, generating insight and providing a sound basis for responsible action.

What is structured knowledge mapping?
Using Cauzality, you will be creating a knowledge map that is made up of “variables” and
“connectors”. The nature of these relationships produces a structure – a web of
interconnections – that will enable you to gain insight about actions and their consequences.
To populate the map, you and your team members will need to think methodically about
“what inﬂuences what”. The collaborative process validates the diverse ideas of the team
while bringing about focus on the most important concepts and key interdependencies.
More than just a display of ideas, a structured knowledge map is the product of a discipline
to deﬁne interdependencies that make up a system, identify feedback loops that drive
performance, and make evident leverage points that are the keys to change.
This structured knowledge map will enable you to see a system visually, analyze it objectively
and draw insights for team learning, consensus building, planning and decision making.
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How does scoring work?
The mapping process is guided by a three-level scoring system, embedded in the software,
that will progressively take you from generating ideas to creating a coherent, structured
knowledge map. A higher score indicates a map with greater breadth, depth, integrity and
usefulness.
As you develop your map, your score will improve and new metrics will be introduced until
you have met the criteria in Level 3. A mature Level 3 map is considered to be useful and
reliable for deep understanding and decision making.
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Setting Up Your Map
Signing in
Go to app.cauzality.com and sign in. If this is your ﬁrst time signing in, follow the link
provided in your welcome email and create your password. If you did not receive a welcome
email, check with the person who invited you for assistance.
If you haven’t signed up with Cauzality yet, go to cauzality.com/sign-up to get started.

Assembling your team
Create a new map or open one that you have
been invited to join.
Click the Map Menu button in the upper-left
corner of your screen. Here, you will be able to
invite other users to join your map as
Collaborators. The list will show all users who
have access to the map.

YN

Your Name

Naming your map
Your map title is displayed to the right of the Map Menu button. Double-click to give it a
name that is meaningful. Typically, your map title is a phrase that describes your topic or the
purpose of your work.
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Building Your Map
Refer to the following deﬁnitions and general guidance as you work toward achieving a
mature Level 3 map. For additional support, there are Useful Tips on pages 15-18.

Level 1: Building Capability
BREADTH
First, your knowledge map will need variables – they give your map breadth. A variable is
anything related to the topic or scenario you are exploring that can change (vary) over time.
Variables should be titled using nouns or noun phrases and they should be scalable (you
should be able to add a phrase like “level of” or “amount of” in front of the title). Double-click
on the empty map to create variables and name them.
As a best practice, start your map with at least two key indicators. These are variables you
select to represent system performance. They are important goals or outcomes that you
would watch over time to evaluate performance of the system and to learn if you are
achieving desired results. (For example, if you are exploring how to reduce homelessness in a
community, “people experiencing homelessness” and “aﬀordable housing” could be two
appropriate key indicators to start with.)
To assign a key indicator, open the edit screen by clicking on the three dots at the bottom of a
variable and click on the star icon in the top bar.

You can add or remove variables anytime in the process and you will need at least 10 of them
to complete Level 1. You can also assign more key indicators, but keep in mind that a highly
useful map will typically have just a few key indicators to focus people on essential results.
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CONNECTIVITY
Once you have some variables to work with, you should be able to start making causal
connections. The question to ask yourself is, “If change occurs in one variable, does it cause
change in another?” (For example, if the number of people experiencing homelessness rises
or falls, that causes a change in available shelter and support. So, in this example, a
connector should be added between these two variables.)

To add a connector, place your mouse over the blue top of a variable and then click and drag
to another variable. When you ﬁrst make a connection, you will have the option to color it
blue or orange to indicate the nature of the causal relationship.
If the two variables move in the same direction, color the connector blue. This indicates that
“more A causes more B” and “less A causes less B.”
If the two variables move in the opposite direction, color the connector orange. This
indicates that “more A causes less B” and “less A causes more B.”
Your team may decide you don’t know enough yet to choose a direction or you may disagree.
In this case, use the fog symbol, leaving the connector gray temporarily with a visible
reminder to come back to it later.
Continue identifying causal relationships using connectors, and adding new variables as
needed. As you will see (example on the next page), conventional linear thinking – the “A
leads to B, results in C” perspective – is just not realistic! In reality, actions and events have
ripple eﬀects causing change in many (sometimes unanticipated) ways.
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MEASURABILITY
To make your map measurable, you will need to add a measure to each of your key
indicators. The question is: “If you were to observe this system over time, how would you
measure its performance? How would you know if you are achieving desired results?” (For
example, if you are exploring the topic of “A good night’s sleep”, your key indicator might be
“Sleep quality” and it might be measured by “Hours of REM”.)
While it is useful to add a measure to any of your variables, it is essential to add measures to
the variables identiﬁed as key indicators. As a team, discuss how you could track your key
indicators (either in theory or reality) and add measures to them. You must have at least two
key indicators with measures to complete Level 1.
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Level 2: Understanding Interdependencies
DEPTH
A variable that has more than one connector
pointing toward it is called a strong point. It’s
strong because it’s better understood than a
variable with just one input, as there is more than
one action path that causes it to change. Strong
points add depth to your map making it more
complete and therefore more useful.

In the example below, our knowledge about the amount of water behind a dam – and what
causes it to change – is strengthened once we identify multiple causal connections pointing
toward it and deﬁne the nature of those relationships.

A map’s depth score is calculated as the percentage of variables that are strong points. Your
goal is to achieve a depth score of at least 40%. In the example above, the depth score would
be 20% since there is one strong point out of a total of ﬁve variables.
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CLARITY
If your team is uncertain or unclear about something on your map, or if there is an area
where you disagree, you can add fog. Using fog will enable you to temporarily move on,
leaving a visual reminder that something needs clariﬁcation later (usually through research or
consultation with others).
Fog on strong points indicates a lack of clarity, certainty or consensus in an important area,
which suggests the map is unreliable. Clear up fog on strong points to achieve 100% clarity.

FEEDBACK
As you build your map, feedback loops will emerge. A feedback loop is a continuous,
self-perpetuating loop of interconnected variables. Most maps will have several or even many
of them.
Feedback loops are important because they drive and control the performance of a system.
They are useful to identify when reading a map to generate insight about how to eﬀect
desired change or sustainability.
Feedback loops are either “reinforcing” (having an even number of opposite connectors or
zero) or “balancing” (having an odd number of opposite connectors).
Reinforcing loops (see example on next page) amplify change in one direction with even
more change. The bigger the initial push, the bigger the consequence. Reinforcing loops
produce growth or decline in vicious and virtuous cycles (e.g. the spread of a pandemic, a
failing company going out of business, the rich getting richer, the poor getting poorer).
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Balancing loops (example below) counter a change with a push in the opposite direction. The
greater the initial push, the more the system pushes back. Balancing loops are stabilizing
forces (e.g. the human body regulating its temperature, company growth dampened by
competitor initiatives, government preventing a monopoly).
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Level 3: Discovering Key Insights and Leverage
STABILITY
In Level 2, you were introduced to two types of feedback loops: reinforcing and balancing. Your
map should contain both types of loops. While reinforcing loops produce change (e.g., growth
or decline), balancing loops are an important stabilizing or regulating force in a system.
People are usually quicker to identify reinforcing loops because things that cause change to
amplify are often more noticeable. However, a map without balancing loops represents a
limited understanding of a system and therefore is unreliable for understanding and decision

FOCUS
Feedback loops often overlap in a knowledge map. When this happens, the common variable
between loops becomes a focal point (shown below with a double gray ring). Change within
a focal point is likely to have a signiﬁcant impact on results because it produces cascading
change that ripples across multiple feedback loops. Pay special attention to focal points to
understand why a system is producing certain results and how you might manage a system
more eﬀectively.
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LEVERAGE
As stakeholders, you and your team have the vision and responsibility to determine where
there is leverage to produce desired results. The focal points on your map are clues, drawing
your focus to potential leverage points you may assign.
Discuss with your team which of your
focal points (or the variables that impact
them) should be leverage points. These
are the key points of action or
intervention that will produce the
greatest impact on results.
Assign them by opening the variable’s edit screen and clicking the leverage icon in the top
bar. You will need at least two leverage points (shown below with a glowing double blue ring)
to achieve a mature Level 3 map.
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Glossary
Variable
Staff productivity

A variable is anything related to the topic or scenario you are exploring that can
change (vary) over time. Variables should be titled using nouns or noun phrases
and they should be scalable (you should be able to add a phrase like “level of” or
“amount of” in front of the title). See more tips for naming variables on page 16.

“Same” Connector
A connector represents a causal relationship between variables, in which one
variable causes change in another. A same connector is used when both
variables move in the same direction – when “more A causes more B” and “less
A causes less B.”

“Opposite” Connector
An opposite connector also represents a causal relationship between variables.
This type of connector is used when the two variables move in the opposite
direction – when “more A causes less B” and “less A causes more B.”

Fog
Fog can be placed on any variable or connector and is used to represent a lack of
clarity, understanding or consensus. Using fog enables you to temporarily move
on, leaving a visual reminder that something needs clariﬁcation later.

Time Delay
A time delay can be placed on any connector to represent a signiﬁcant delay
between cause and eﬀect. Knowing where there may be meaningful time delays
can help you understand why there are problems within the system and enable
you to better anticipate and manage results.

Key Indicator
Sleep quality
Hours of REM
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Strong Point
A strong point is a variable that has more than one connector pointing toward
it. It’s strong because it’s better understood than a variable with just one input,
as there is more than one action path that causes it to change. Strong points
will improve your map’s depth score.

Staff productivity

Reinforcing Feedback Loop
B

A

C

A feedback loop is a continuous, self-perpetuating loop of interconnected
variables. Reinforcing loops produce growth or decline in vicious and virtuous
cycles (e.g. the spread of a pandemic, a failing company going out of business,
the rich getting richer). Reinforcing loops have an even number of (or zero)
opposite connectors.

Balancing Feedback Loop
B

A

C

A balancing loop is a feedback loop that counters change with a push in the
opposite direction. These are stabilizing forces (e.g. the human body regulating
its temperature, company growth dampened by competitor initiatives,
government preventing a monopoly). Balancing loops have an odd number of
opposite connectors.

Focal Point
Staff productivity

A focal point is any variable on a map that belongs to more than one feedback
loop. Change within a focal point is likely to have a signiﬁcant impact on results
because it produces cascading change that ripples across multiple feedback
loops.

Leverage Point

Staff productivity
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Useful Tips
The following tips will help you to be successful. We recommend ﬁrst scanning this section as
you are beginning to build your map so that you have a sense of the additional guidance that
is here to support you throughout the process.
Types of variables that are most useful ..................................................................................16
Avoid giant leaps .....................................................................................................................17
Consolidate redundant variables ............................................................................................17
Too few or too many causal relationships ..............................................................................17
Reading a messy map ..............................................................................................................18
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TYPES OF VARIABLES THAT ARE MOST USEFUL
The map you produce will be useful and actionable if you are disciplined in naming and
describing the variables you place on your map. Look for these characteristics when
identifying and naming variables:
Neutral nouns: By using neutral nouns for variables, you let the connectors describe action
and change. For example, “staﬀ productivity” is a better name for a variable than “improving
staﬀ productivity”. The type of connector leading into “staﬀ productivity” would describe
how productivity is being aﬀected.
Clearly understood: Variables should be expressed in a way that leaves little room for
misunderstanding or confusion about their meaning. For example, “fear of failure” is more
speciﬁc and therefore better than just “fear,” which could mean many things.
Scalable: Variables should represent things that can increase or decrease or change. For
example, “income” or “amount of income” is scalable, whereas “$20 million” is not. (One
simple way to check this is to add “Level of” or “Amount of” in front of your variable name
and see if it still makes sense.)
Measurable/quantiﬁable: Variables should represent things that can be measured or
quantiﬁed in some way. For example, “customer satisfaction” can be measured by periodic
surveys; and “acid rain” can be measured by pH levels in rainwater samples; but “good
judgment” or “politics” can’t be measured.
Resources: Variables that represent resources are usually important to include in systems
maps, because systems generally depend on resources to be sustainable. Examples of
resources include funds or skilled people or food or oxygen.
Goals: Asking, “what are the goals of this system?” usually produces important variables that
should become key indicators on maps. We encourage both short-term goals (needed to
mark stages of progress) and long-term goals (needed for sustainability). Examples include
“proﬁt” or “crime-free communities” or “preventing teen pregnancy.”
Material or non-material: Variables can be material, such as “proﬁt” or “people with
diabetes”. They can also be non-material, such as “customer satisfaction” or “trust in public
oﬃcials” as long as they are clearly understood, and preferably they are measurable or
quantiﬁable in some way. It is often useful to have both types of variables on your map.
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Perceived or actual: The way a variable is perceived may be diﬀerent than its actual state,
and making this distinction can be important. For example, “perceived product quality”
may be quite diﬀerent than actual “product quality” and it may be useful to represent both
on your map.
AVOID GIANT LEAPS
A giant leap is when one variable leads to another via a causal connection, but there are
unspoken assumptions between the two. For example, “hiring more people causes the
company to have higher proﬁts” is a giant leap because it leaves out intermediary steps that
would explain, in sequence, how these people are related to ﬁnancial performance.
When mapping, particularly when reﬁning maps, it’s a good idea to look for giant leaps and,
with team consensus, add more variables and connectors to make the chain of events more
explicit and understandable.
CONSOLIDATE REDUNDANT VARIABLES
Variables that are very similar may be redundant or unnecessary. For example, separate
variables for “hourly labor,” “contract labor,” and “part-time workers” might all be combined
under “labor hours.” Consider eliminating unnecessary clutter by consolidating or abstracting
multiple variables into one.
TOO FEW OR TOO MANY CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS
When building structured knowledge maps, in general, the more connectivity the better. The
more structured a knowledge map, the better we understand how things are connected –
how taking action to change one thing will cause changes in others. Consider how blank spots
on a map might be ﬁlled in to create more strong points and feedback loops.
On the other hand, avoid over-connecting points on a map; that is, making the claim that
“everything is connected to everything.” While this may seem reasonable in an ultimate
sense (and it is an adage in the ﬁeld of systems thinking), it will be helpful to keep in mind
that some things are more directly connected than others. Making a causal connection
should be supported by stakeholder knowledge or empirical research, not philosophical
speculation.
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READING A MESSY MAP
As a map becomes larger and more complex, it should represent a more accurate picture of
reality, and therefore be more useful for understanding a situation. But, it will also become
increasingly diﬃcult to see and digest.
Cauzality is designed to help people reach a suﬃcient level of complexity for deep
understanding and decision making, while still enabling people to make sense of it all.
Use the view control bar in the bottom-left corner of your map to toggle diﬀerent views and
to open the feedback loops panel. These features help to declutter a complex map and
highlight important elements. Feedback loops can be especially useful to highlight, enabling
you tell stories that help explain the performance or behavior of a system.
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Reflection Questions
Complete the opportunity to learn from this activity by reﬂecting on your mapping experience
and team insights and ﬁndings, guided by the questions below.
1. What was diﬀerent and useful about this mapping process?

2. How did this process shape your understanding of the topic you explored?

3. Looking at your feedback loops that include key indicators, what “causal story” do they
tell about your topic?

4.

Looking at your focal points (and the variables that impact them), where is the greatest
leverage – where the least eﬀort is likely to lead to the greatest sustainable results?

5. What important follow-up steps should be taken, based on this activity? How will you
help to make this happen?
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